THE GRADUATE AWARDS

❖ President’s Award for Excellence in Teaching

This award is made in recognition of excellence in teaching by graduate students.

Patrick Casey Philosophy
Jessica Curran English
Natalie Grey Social & Health Psychology
Whitney Howell Philosophy
Rachel Kalish Sociology
Stephanie Maiolino Anthropological Sciences

❖ President’s Award to Distinguished Doctoral Students

This award is made in recognition of:
1. The candidate's dissertation and its research base are of outstanding merit.
2. The student, in conduct of doctoral work made exceptional contributions to the University.
3. The student, in completing candidacy overcame personal or social handicaps of an unusual nature.

Trent Balius Applied Mathematics & Statistics
Debasis Banerjee Chemistry
Adam Congleton Experimental/Cognitive Psychology
Abhijit Gadde Physics & Astronomy
Meng Li Materials Science & Engineering

❖ Dorothy L. Pieper Memorial Purchase Prize

This award is presented to a student in the Master of Fine Arts Program for an outstanding work of visual art. The work winning the Pieper Prize appears on the cover of the Graduate Student Achievements for the corresponding academic year.

Gina Altadonna Studio Art
Kathryn Cellerini Studio Art

❖ The Faculty Staff Fellowship Award

This award has been made possible through faculty and staff payroll deduction contributions to the Graduate School Fellowship Fund.

Fernanda Page-Poma Sociology

❖ The Madeline Fusco Fellowship

This fellowship is awarded to outstanding women or minority doctoral students completing a dissertation.

Roberta Salmi Anthropological Sciences

❖ The Mildred and Herbert Weisinger Dissertation Fellowship

This fellowship is awarded to graduate students completing dissertations that bear significant scholarly promise, and whose work might otherwise be delayed due to financial obligation.

David Fernandez-Sobrado Sociology

❖ Alumni Association Dean’s Choice Award

The Dean’s Choice Award has been awarded to a deserving student to foster a lifelong intellectual and emotional connection between the University and its graduates.

Sheryl Bell Marine and Atmospheric Sciences